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ABSTRACT: The initial phase of inflammation in bronchial asthma appears to be
triggered by the expression of leucocyte-endothelial adhesion molecules on endothelial cell surfaces. Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) cause adhesion of leucocytes
to the endothelium prior to their subsequent extravasation into inflamed tissue.
We wanted to determine whether circulating intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(cICAM-1) and circulating E-selectin (cE-selectin) could be detected in bronchial
lavage fluid and serum in patients with stable chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) and chronic bronchitis.
Bronchoscopy and small volume bronchial lavage was performed in 19 patients
with COPD and chronic bronchitis and in 13 control subjects.
We found increased mean levels of cICAM-1 both in serum (481 µg·l-1) and in
bronchial lavage (24 µg·l-1) in the COPD patients as compared to the controls (321
µg·l-1 in serum, 15 µg·l-1 in lavage). We also found higher mean levels of cE-selectin
in serum from the COPD patients (86 µg·l-1) compared to controls (50 µg·l-1). The
serum levels of cE-selectin correlated significantly with lung function measured as
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) in percentage of predicted. Patients
with significant intrabronchial bacterial colonization had increased levels of serum
cE-selectin.
Our results indicate that cCAMs may reflect an upregulation of CAMs on
endothelial and epithelial airway cells in COPD.
Eur Respir J., 1994, 7, 1673–1677.

The initial phase of inflammation in bronchial asthma
and chronic bronchitis appears to be triggered by the
expression of leucocyte-endothelial adhesion molecules on endothelial cell surfaces [1]. These cell adhesion
molecules (CAMs) serve as ligands for leucocyte cell
receptors, mediating the adhesion of leucocytes to the
endothelium prior to their subsequent extravasation into
inflamed tissue [2]. E-selectin (endothelial-leucocyte
adhesion molecule-1 (ELAM-1)), a single-chain glycoprotein, is thought to underlie the initial leucocyte rolling
on the vessel wall in areas of inflammation [3]. Intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) and vascular
adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) are related molecules
belonging to the immunoglobulin supergene family [1].
All three CAMs have been associated with the mucosal
inflammation seen in asthma and allergic rhinitis [4, 5],
and in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
with chronic bronchitis [6].
Recently, it has been possible to measure circulating
forms of CAMs (cCAMs) in body fluids [7]. It is likely
that cCAMs originate from adhesion molecules expressed
on activated cells [8], and that their presence may reflect
inflammatory activity. Levels of circulating ICAM-1
(cICAM-1), cE-selectin and cVCAM-1 have been discovered
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in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from patients with interstitial lung disease [9], and serum in active tuberculosis
[10]. In asthmatics, increased levels of cICAM-1 and
cE-selectin were found in serum of patients with acute
asthma [11, 12]. The levels remained unchanged in spite
of high dose corticosteroid treatment for 28 days, and
these cCAMs could possibly be indirect markers for acute
airways inflammation in asthma [12].
In the present study, we investigated the levels of
cICAM-1 and cE-selectin in small volume bronchial
lavage and serum in COPD patients with stable chronic
bronchitis as compared with healthy controls. We tried
to relate the levels of cCAMs to the severity of the
disease.
Patients and methods
The control group consisted of 13 healthy lifelong
nonsmoking volunteers, with normal spirometry and no
signs of infectious respiratory disease during the past
4 weeks. The 19 patients had COPD (defined as a forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) less than
80% of predicted and a reversibility less than 10% of
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baseline FEV1 on β2-agonists) and chronic bronchitis.
All of the patients were current smokers with productive
daily cough for at least three consecutive months each
year during the past 2 yrs, and without signs of infectious
respiratory disease for the past 4 weeks.
Of the 19 patients, eight used oral N-acetylcysteine
regularly (200 mg at least twice daily) and four used
inhalation steroid medication regularly. The duration
of the bronchitis symptoms in the patient group varied
from 5 to 24 yrs, with a mean of 14.5 yrs. The patients
were significantly older than the controls, and had a
significantly lower lung function measured as FEV1 in
percentage of predicted (table 1).
Criteria for exclusion were abnormal chest X-ray,
bronchial hypersecretion caused by factors other than
cigarette smoking, a history of asthma or reversibility
>10% on β2-agonists, and, for safety reasons, an FEV1
less than 50% predicted or age more than 70 yrs. Ventilatory lung function (FEV1) was measured with a Bernstein spirometer or Vitalograph in a standardized manner,
according to the directions of the European Community
for Coal and Steel [13].
The study design was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the University of Göteborg, and the volunteers gave
their consent after both written and oral information.

Systems, Karlstad, Sweden) and inhaled in an upright
position for local anaesthesia. All bronchoscopies were
performed transorally by one of two experienced bronchoscopists, and with the patient in the supine position.
Several models of Olympus flexible fibreoptic bronchoscopes were used.
Bacterial and viral samples were taken during the
bronchoscopy according to WIMBERLEY et al. [14], using
inhalation anaesthesia and a telescoping double-catheter
protected specimen brush (Microvasive catheter no.
1650). The detailed results have been published previously
[15]. In brief, all viral and bacterial samples were taken
during an infection-free period, and quantitative bacterial
cultures and virus isolations were performed. Significantly positive bacterial cultures were found in six of the
19 COPD patients, and in none of the 13 controls. No
viruses were isolated.
Collection of samples
All samples were collected between 8.30 and 10 a.m.
Five millilitres of serum was obtained after centrifugation
of a 10 ml venous blood sample, and frozen at -20°C
for later analysis. Small volume bronchial lavage was
collected by installing 5 ml sterile phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) with the bronchoscope in an unwedged
position in segment three in the right upper lobe. The
fluid was immediately aspirated, collected in a sterile
container and transported to the laboratory where it was
frozen at -20°C. Before analysis, the fluid was thawed
and centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 15 min. The supernatant
was used for analysis as described previously [16].

Fibreoptic bronchoscopy
Premedication was given with haloperidol 5 mg orally
followed by 0.5–1 ml morphine-scopolamine i.m. Five
ml 1% tetracaine without preservative was nebulized
with a pressurized nebulizer (Plug-in inhalator, Aiolos

Table 1. – Clinical data of healthy controls (n=13) and patients with COPD and chronic bronchitis (n=19)
Age
yrs

FEV1
% pred

Packyears

Medication

Controls
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
F

33
46
38
47
26
34
47
66
55
37
51
59
66

106
98
100
104
110
100
102
96
98
102
100
95
101

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean

47

101

0

-

Sex

Sex

Age
yrs

FEV1
% pred

Packyears

Bronchitis Regular
yrs
medication

COPD and chronic bronchitis
M
64
73
M
68
55
M
70
55
M
60
66
F
57
73
M
68
57
M
57
51
M
66
50
F
51
50
M
47
67
M
56
61
F
38
75
M
44
70
F
59
64
M
60
71
F
58
67
F
59
67
F
49
50
M
60
70

40
50
45
90
30
55
40
40
52
60
26
19
45
40
20
45
65
30
45

20
24
21
22
11
8
9
5
12
5
22
13
16
19
16
15
10
8
20

Mean

44

14.5

57

63

0
IS
NAC
NAC
NAC
NAC
NAC
0
NAC
0
IS
0
0
IS
0
0
IS
NAC
NAC
-

COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; M: male; F: female; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second; IS: inhaled
steroids; NAC: N-acetylcysteine.
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Analysis of cCAMs

Statistical evaluation

Soluble ICAM-1 and soluble E-selectin were determined as single determinations using commercial assays
(R&D Systems Europe Ltd, Abingdon, Oxon, UK). The
serum samples were diluted 1:20 and the small volume
bronchial lavage samples 1:4 in sample diluent. The
assay was an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
using one unconjugated and one conjugate monoclonal
antibody directed to different determinants on the antigen (i.e. the compound to be analysed). The unconjugated antibody was coated onto the walls of microtitre
wells. Any antigen present formed a bridge between
the unconjugated and the conjugated antibody. The
assay was standardized against a purified soluble form
of recombinant ICAM-1 or E-selectin. By analysing
standards of known concentration coincident with samples a curve of signal versus concentration could be
constructed, and the concentration of unknowns determined.

Mann-Whitney U-test was used for the comparison of
the distribution of levels of cCAMs between groups of
subjects. Spearman's rank correlation test was used to
examine possible associations between serum and bronchial lavage levels of cCAMs, and clinical parameters.
Values of p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

*
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0
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0
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200
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150
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0
COPD

Fig. 1. – Circulating intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (cICAM-1)
in: a) bronchial lavage (BAL); and b) serum of healthy controls (n=13)
and of patients with COPD and chronic bronchitis (n=19). Bars represent
mean±SD. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Significant
differences from controls. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01 (Mann-Whitney Utest).

COPD

Controls

**
Serum cE-selectin µg·l-1

Serum cICAM-1 µg·l-1
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Controls

b) 1000
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The patients with COPD and chronic bronchitis had
significantly higher mean levels of cICAM-1 in serum
(p<0.01) and in small volume bronchial lavage (p<0.05)
as compared to the controls (fig. 1).
The mean levels of cE-selectin in serum were significantly higher in the patients (p<0.001) as compared to
the controls. The mean levels of cE-selectin in bronchial
lavage, however, were all low and did not differ between
the two groups of subjects (fig. 2). In addition, serum

BAL cE-selectin µg·l-1

a)

Results

Controls

COPD

Fig 2. – Circulating endothelial-leucocyte adhesion molecule (cEselectin) in: a) bronchial lavage (BAL); and b) serum in healthy controls
(n=13) and in patients with COPD and chronic bronchitis. Bars represent
mean±SD. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Significant
differences from controls: NS: nonsignificant; ***: p<0.001 (MannWhitney U-test).
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Table 2. – Levels of circulating cell adhesion molecules in serum and bronchial lavage from patients
with COPD and chronic bronchitis with and without significant intrabronchial bacterial growth
Patients
n
With bacterial growth
Without bacterial growth

cICAM-1 µg·l-1
Serum
Lavage

6
12

497 (154)
481 (158)

26 (15)
25 (13)

cE-selectin µg·l-1
Serum
Lavage
107** (24)
74
(22)

1.0 (0.6)
0.9 (0.4)

Data are presented as mean (SD). Significant difference: **: p<0.01 (Mann-Whitney U-test). COPD: chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease; cICAM-1: circulating intercellular adhesion molecule-1; cE-selectin): circulating
E-selectin.

FEV1 % pred
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Fig. 3. – Correlation between circulating endothelial-leucocyte adhesion
molecule (cE-selectin) in serum and FEV1 in patients with COPD and
chronic bronchitis (n=19), (Spearman's rank correlation test). COPD:
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1: forced expiratory volume
in one second.

cICAM-1 correlated significantly with serum cE-selectin
(rho=0.44; p<0.01, Spearman's rank correlation test).
The mean serum levels of cE-selectin in the COPD
patients with significant intrabronchial bacterial colonization (n=6) were higher than in the patients without
bacterial growth (n=12), (p<0.01). One patient had been
excluded due to bacterial contamination during bronchoscopy. Neither the lavage levels of cE-selectin, nor
the serum and lavage levels of cICAM-1 differed significantly between the groups (table 2).
In the COPD patients, serum cE-selectin correlated
significantly with FEV1 (rho=0.59; p<0.01, Spearman's
rank correlation test) (fig. 3). No other clinical parameter, e.g. age, smoking habits, airway medication, or
duration of bronchitis symptoms correlated with the levels
of the CAMs studied.
Discussion
In the present study we found increased mean levels
of cICAM-1 both in serum and in small volume bronchial
lavage fluid from patients with COPD and chronic
bronchitis as compared to healthy controls. We also
observed higher mean serum levels of cE-selectin in the
COPD patients as compared to the controls.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of cCAMs
both in serum and small volume bronchial lavage fluid
from patients with COPD and chronic bronchitis.
Interestingly, DI STEFANO et al. [6] recently reported

increased immunohistochemical expression of E-selectin on vessels in bronchial biopsies from patients with
COPD and chronic bronchitis. In addition, they found
increased expression of ICAM-1 on the basal epithelial
cells. Our findings of increased levels of the circulating
forms of E-selectin in serum and ICAM-1 in bronchial
lavage seem to reflect what DI STEFANO et al. [6] found
in histological preparations. This supports the hypothesis that high levels of circulating CAMs may be
associated with an upregulation of CAMs on endothelial
and epithelial surfaces in COPD.
In the present study, increasing serum levels of cEselectin was seen to correlate significantly with increasing lung function measured as FEV1 in percentage of
predicted in the COPD patients. This direct positive relationship is difficult to interprete, and it could be a secondary
effect due to the airway disease itself. More speculatively, the high levels of cE-selectin in serum could be
a sign of a systemic defensive measure directed against
the ongoing airway inflammation in COPD. No significant correlation was found for cICAM-1 and FEV1.
The ICAM-1 molecule is known to serve as the main
surface receptor for rhinoviruses [17], and to be upregulated on airway epithelial cells by viral infection [18]. It
is therefore essential to investigate the possibility of ongoing infection in a study of cell adhesion molecules.
Our patients were thoroughly investigated concerning
the possibility both of bacterial and viral infection by
means of a protected specimen brush, viral isolations and
cultures [15], as well as a negative subject history for
airway infections four weeks prior to the study. It is,
therefore, unlikely that an acute viral infection could have
affected our results. However, without using viral
polymerase chain reaction techniques, we cannot rule out
the possibility of latent chronic viral infection in the
COPD patients [19].
As reported previously [15], six COPD patients had a
significant intrabronchial bacterial colonization at the
time of the study, and they were found to have increased
levels of cE-selectin in serum. This is in agreement with
earlier reports where E-selectin has been shown to be
inducible by bacterial endotoxin, and to mediate adhesion
of polymorphonuclear neutrophils [20]. Our finding
emphasizes the importance of simultaneous investigation
of the intrabronchial bacterial flora when studying CAMs
in patients with chronic bronchitis.
To obtain samples predominantly reflecting the status
of the bronchial epithelium, it has been shown that small
volume lavage of the large airways is of more value than
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the traditional bronchoalveolar lavage with its admixture
of alveolar and serum components [21, 22]. The lack
of correlations between the serum and bronchial lavage
levels of the cCAMs in the present study do not support
the idea that the measured cCAM lavage levels are due
to passive leakage of the molecules from serum into the
airways.
Our findings of increased levels of the circulating forms
of E-selectin in serum and ICAM-1 in bronchial lavage
support the hypothesis that high levels of circulating
CAMs may be associated with an upregulation of CAMs
on endothelial and epithelial surfaces in COPD. It is
possible that these CAMs are involved in the pathogenesis
of COPD. However, the individual cCAM values of the
controls and COPD patients in our study partly overlap,
which makes the interpretation of a single sample unsuitable for diagnostic purposes.
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